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CAMP  A DAY IN A CAMP

NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Rain, rain go away –  chant, action game

tiMe 10 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Chanting in time
Stepping to the rhythm of the chant
Miming weather expressions
Memory (Extension)









MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

Rainy, sunny, windy, snowy ”Rain, rain go away ” chant
Is it raining, snowing? Is the sun shining? Is the wind blowing? 
(Variation 1)

orgANisAtioN Whole class, pair work
Frontal work, small groups (Extension)

MAteriAls Picture cards showing different weather conditions (A6)
It’s raining, it’s snowing, the sun is shining, the wind is blowing

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Sports and Games

Description
Before the lesson:
Teach Rain, rain go away chant. 

Rain, rain go away
Come again another day.

Prepare as many of four kinds of picture cards (app. A6) so that each L gets one card. There are four different 
kinds of weather on the cards: rainy, snowy, sunny and windy. (If there are 16 Ls in class then four pictures show 
the meanings ‘it’s raining’, in four pictures ‘it’s snowing’, in four pictures ‘the sun is shining’and in four pictures 

‘the wind is blowing’.
Arrange the classroom to have enough room to make a circle.

Give each L a picture card and tell them not to show it to others. Arrange Ls into two groups of the same number 
and form two circles. Create an inner and an outer circle. Ask Ls in the outer circle to start walking to their left 
while Ls in the inner circle start going to the right. Ask everybody to say the rhyme while they are walking, 



CAMP  A DAY IN A CAMP 

Ls repeat the chant three times, saying it louder and louder each time. When the rhyme comes to an end, Ls in the 
two circles stop and face someone in the other circle to make pairs. Ask Ls in the outer circle to mime the weather 
they can see on their cards. Their partners have to guess it. 
L2: Rainy?
L1: No.
L2: Sunny?
L1: Yes.

Then L2 has to mime the weather and L1 has to guess it. Then they swap cards. Ls start walking again while 
saying the chant three times as before. At the end of the third, they stop. Ls in the inner circle turn to Ls in the outer 
circle, so that each L stands face to face with a different L than in the first round. They make new pairs. They do 
the guessing game as before. 

Variation 1 for Ls who have richer vocabulary and are able to use it in simple sentences
Follow the procedures described above. When it comes to guessing the pictures, ask Ls to form full questions: 
L1: Is it raining?
L2: No.
L1: Is the sun shining?
L2. Yes.
Then, follow the steps described above. 

Variation 2 for Ls who likes competitions
After Ls have guessed each other’s pictures, see which pair had the same pictures. This pair is out and has to sit 
down. The game goes on until three pairs are left in the game. They are the winners.

Extension
Use the picture cards to play a memory game. It can be played on the board frontally, or in small groups. Tell Ls to 
spread the cards on the desk upside down. Ls take turns clockwise to turn over 2 cards at a time, name the pictures 
they can see on them. If Ls make a pair, they can keep them. The one who has the most pairs at the end of the game 
is the winner.



CAMP  A DAY IN A CAMP

NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Where’s my sock? – information gap game

tiMe 20 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Exchanging personal information
Listening to match objects to their places
Learning how to cooperate
Playing a guessing game (Variation)









MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

Prepositions of place: in, on, under, next to; Pieces of furniture: lamp, bed, 
window, table, chair; names of clothes: shorts, sunglasses, book, socks, 
T-shirt, baseball cap; torch, room, back pack, toothbrush, Where’s the…/
Where are the…? The…is/are in/on/… the …
Is it in/on… the…? Are the … under/next to the…? (Variation)

orgANisAtioN Pair work

MAteriAls One photocopy for each L: Room A or Room B
A basket (Extension)

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Maths

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare photocopies of Rooms for each L.
In class, revise prepositions of place with Ls.
Tell Ls that they are in the camp and they have to tidy up their rooms, but they have to find some objects that they 
have lost. Arrange Ls into pairs. Hand out the photocopies – Room A for L1 and Room B for L2 – and tell Ls not 
to show their pictures to each other. Ask Ls to name the pieces of furniture they can see in the room. Then, model 
the game with L1 and L2. 
T (to L1): Rita, what is missing in your room? (L1 can see the missing objects under a question mark.)
L1: My T-shirt.
T: Ask Anna where your T-shirt is.
L1: Where’s my T-shirt?
T (to L2): Anna, look at your room. Answer Rita.
L2: It’s in the window.
T (to L1): Rita, draw a T-shirt in the window and cross out the T-shirt under the question mark. 
T (to L2): Now, it’s your turn, Anna. What is missing in your room? Ask Rita, where it is.
L2: Where’s my torch?
L1: It’s on the table…
L1 and L2 take turns in asking and answering each other about where the missing objects are. When Ls understand 
the game, tell them to start playing it. Monitor and help Ls with language.

Variation for Ls who need more practice on prepositions of place
Follow the procedures described as above but instead of asking where an object is, tell Ls to guess where the object 
is.
L1: Is my T-shirt on the bed?
L2: No.
L1: Is it under the bed?
L2: No.
L1: Is it in the window?
L2: Yes.
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Extension
Prepare 8 strips of paper (appr. 7cm X 25 cm). Ask Ls to spell each object they have found and write these words on 
the cards (help Ls with spelling). Put the word cards in a basket. Tell Ls that they will play a bingo game. Ask them 
to colour 4 objects in their pictures and start the bingo game. Pull a word card out of a basket, show it to Ls.eg. 
T-shirt. Ask them to read the word and tell them to cross out its picture if they have coloured it on their sheets. After 
pulling a word card, ask Ls to tell you the place of that object in the picture. 
T: (shows a wordcard: T-shirt) Where is it?
L1: It’s on the bed. (Crosses out the picture of the T-shirt.)
The winner is the L who has all his/her coloured objects crossed out first, and says Bingo. 



CAMP  A DAY IN A CAMP WHERE’S MY SOCK?

Rooms



CAMP  A DAY IN A CAMP 

NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Clean your teeth – action game

tiMe 15 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Understanding simple instructions and performing the corresponding 
actions
Giving and following simple instructions
Recognizing the connections between instructions, actions and pictures
Playing a quessing game
Chanting in time (Extension)











MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

The text of the action story, colours
The text of the chant (Extension)

orgANisAtioN Frontal
Individual

MAteriAls 7 picture cards
coloured chalks 

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Culture

Description
Before the lesson: 
Prepare the 7 picture cards of the action story. 
Stick the picture cards on the board at random, draw spots of different colours over the cards with coloured chalks 
and cover the board. 

In class, mime the following sequence of actions: walking, opening a door, filling a cup with water, opening a tube 
of toothpaste, putting some toothpaste on a toothbrush and cleaning your teeth. Ask Ls to guess where you are and 
elicit the word ‘bathroom’ (if in Hungarian, teach its English name).
T: What do you do in the bathroom? (mime brushing your teeth)
Accept the answer in Hungarian and introduce the expression ‘clean your teeth’. 
Uncover the picture cards and tell Ls that they will have to sequence the pictures in pairs. Arrange Ls into pairs. 
Ask them to open their exercise-books and draw spots of different colours (corresponding to the pictures) next to 
each other in the order they think the pictures follow each other. Check their answers frontally by asking for the 
order of colours and introduce the lines of the action story. Tell Ls to repeat the lines and to join you in miming 
the actions:
Get out of bed. You are very sleepy. (Mime getting up and yawn.)
Go to the bathroom. (Mime walking and opening a door.)
Take a cup of water. (Mime filling a cup with water.)
Take your toothpaste. Open it. (Mime opening the lid of a tube.)
Take your toothbrush. Put toothpaste on your toothbrush. (Mime holding a toothbrush and
pushing some paste on it from a tube.)
Clean your teeth. (Mime brushing your teeth.)
Aaargh! What’s this? It’s hand cream! (Make faces.)
Say and perform the action game. Invite Ls to do the actions with you silently. Repeat this a few times. Then, 
say the sentences but do not show the actions. Watch Ls do the actions and help them with movements if needed. 
Gradually, invole Ls in joining you in saying the sentences, as well. 
When Ls are confident in following the instructions and saying the sentences, play the game again by saying the 
instructions at random or asking a volunteer to say the sentences. Do it as many times as Ls need it.
Ask L1 to come to the front, whisper a line of the action story into his/her ears and tell him/her to mime that action. 
Ask other Ls to guess the action.
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T: (whispering into the ears of L1) Take your toothpaste. Open it.
L1 mimes the action
T: What did I whisper into Kati’s ears?
L2: Take your toothbrush.
L3: Open it.
Continue playing the quessing game with Ls, ask other Ls to mime the actions.

Variation for Ls who like working in groups
Arrange Ls into groups of 3. Tell Ls that they will play the action game as if they were in front of a mirror. Explain 
or mime the meaning of mirror. Model the game with L1, L2 and L3. Tell L1 to take the role of a mirror. Ask L1 
and L2 to stand facing each other and to mime the action L3 tells them. Tell L1 to copy the movements of L2 like 
an image in the mirror.
L3: Take a cup of water. (L2 mimes the action and L1 copies him/her.)
L3: Take your toothpaste. Open it… Ask groups of Ls to play the action game and swap roles so that every L can 
be the prompter .

Extension
Talk about the necessity of cleaning teeth regularly with Ls even in their mother tongue.
Teach the following chant while miming the actions:

White teeth chant

Up and down, up and down,
Move that toothbrush up and down, 

Left and right, left and right,
Move that toothbrush left and right,

Rinse your mouth, do it twice,
Now your teeth are white and nice!
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Picture cards
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CAMP  A DAY IN A CAMP 

NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Put it in the bin –  action game with a chant

tiMe 15 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Chanting in time
Reading and matching wordcards to picture cards
Environmental awareness
Creating visual interpretations of ideas: making a poster









MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

The text of the chant

orgANisAtioN Frontal, individual
Small groups (Extension)

MAteriAls a picture card (A4) of a bin and a forest, word cards (3 cm x 3 cm) of a 
magazine, a plastic bag, a bottle, a leaf, a flower and a twig per L, realia: a 
magazine, a plastic bag, a bottle, a leaf, a flower and a twig
picture cards (3 cm x 3 cm) of a magazine, a plastic bag, a bottle, a leaf, a 
flower and a twig per L (Variation)
A3 sheets of thick paper, felt tip pens and crayons for each group (Extension)

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Music

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare word cards (3cm by 3cm) of a magazine, a plastic bag, a bottle, a leaf, a flower and a twig, so that each L 
can get one. Put the picture card (A4) of the bin and the forest on two opposite walls of the classroom. 

Ask Ls to squat down in a circle. Introduce the realia of a magazine, a plastic bag, a bottle, a leaf, a flower and 
a twig. Teach their English names to Ls. Discuss with Ls whether these things are parts of the forest or whether 
they should be in the bin. Introduce the word ‘rubbish’. Take the word cards (3 cm x 3 cm) and spread them in the 
middle of the circle and ask Ls one by one to read a word and match it to an object. Ask them to tell if it’s rubbish 
or a part of the forest.
T: Read a word card. What’s this?
L1: A plastic bag. 
T: Is it in the bin (point to the picture of a bin on the wall), or in the forest (point to the picture of a bin on the 
wall)?
L1: (It’s )in the bin.
Do the same with the other word cards.
Ask Ls to squeeze the word cards into balls and spread them on the floor in class.
Tell Ls to stand up. Introduce and teach the chant while miming it: 

Rubbish on the ground, rubbish on the ground,
Pick it up, pick it up, rubbish on the ground.

Put it in the bin, put it in the bin, pick it up, pick it up, rubbish on the ground.
Everything is clean, everything is clean,
Yippee-a, yippee-a, the forest is green! 

Tell Ls that they are in the forest. 
T: We are in the forest. Look. What’s the problem? (Point to the paper balls on the ground.)
L: Rubbish on the ground.
T: Yes, it’s a big problem. Let’s clean the forest.
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Tell Ls to say the first verse of the chant together, walk around in class and pick up the pieces of paper one by one. 
When the chant comes to an end, clap your hands and ask Ls to open the paper balls and read the words on them. 
Tell Ls who have word cards with words that shouldn’t be in the forest (plastic bag, bottle, magazine) to run to the 
wall where they can see the picture of a bin. Ask Ls who have the word cards: ‘leaf’, ‘flower’, or ‘twig’ to run to the 
picture of the forest. The L who reaches the picture last, is out and has to sit down. Those Ls who run to the wrong 
place are also out. Then squeeze and spread the word cards again say the chant and repeat the game again. 

Variation for Ls who can’t read
Follow the procedures described as above and instead of word cards use picture cards only.

Extension
Collect Ls ideas about a polluted forest and a clean forest (Accept ideas in Hungarian as well) eg: rubbish on the 
ground/flowers in the grass; yellow leaves/green leaves; sad animals/happy animals. List them on the board. Make 
groups of four and ask Ls to make a poster about their own ideas that warns people to save the forests. Hand out 
A3 sheets of thick paper, felt tip pens and crayons for each group. When groups are ready, tell them to introduce 
their posters.



CAMP  ON A TRIP

NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Everywhere we go – singing a song

tiMe 10 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Understanding and singing a song
 Marching for the beats of a song





MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

The lyrics of the song, the tune and lyrics of the song can be found on the 
internet: www.boyscouttrail.com/content/song/song-1289.asp - 11k

orgANisAtioN Frontal, whole class

MAteriAls –

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Music 

Description
Ask Ls to line up behind you. Tell them that you are going on a very long walk, and will sing a song while walking. 
Start marching around the class with Ls and tell them to listen to you singing the song and repeat each line. Sing 
the song line by line and have Ls repeat them after you. March to the beats (underlined in the lyrics) of the song. 
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Everywhere we go-o,
People always ask us

Who-o-o we a-are,
And whe-ere we come from.

And we tell them,
We-e come from Budapest. (or the name of the town you are in)

Mighty, mighty Budapest.
And if they can’t hear us,

We sing a little louder.

Go on marching and sing the whole song much louder. When the song comes to its end, change the last line as 
follows: 
T+Ls:… We sing a little faster.       Sing the song faster the next time.
Go on singing the song again and each time change the last line to a different ending eg 
We sing a little faster/slower/higher/lower/quieter (and sing it according to the adverb). In the next round, sing the 
song according to the way the last line of the verse said. At the end of the song, change the adverb again. 
Finally, change the last line to: ‘We stop here.’ and stop marching and singing.

Variation for Ls who are more confident in singing the song
Hand out objects that can be used as percussion instruments eg: a cup filled with beans, two pencils to be hit 
together, the rubber band of a folder …Tell Ls to make sounds with the instruments to the beats of the song while 
singing and marching.

Extension
When Ls know the song, ask one or two volunteers to march at the beginning of the file of Ls and sing the song 
line by line before the other Ls. 
L1: Everywhere we go…
Ls: Everywhere we go…
L2: People always ask us…
Ls: People always ask us…
L1: Who we are…etc
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NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Wandering about - singing a song

tiMe 30 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Singing in time and in tune
Understanding and singing a song
Pronouncing new words accurately (Variation)
Writing new verses to a song









MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

Vocabulary: forest, trees, village, meadow, flowes, houses city etc names of 
places and things you can see there

orgANisAtioN Whole class, small groups

MAteriAls (Variation): Picture cards (A4) of a  forest, trees, a village, houses, a 
meadow and flowers 

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Music

Description
Brainstorm words of things that Ls can see when they are in camp eg.: meadow, forest, city, village, beach etc. 
Write these words on top of the board next to each other. Add to the list some other things which can also be found 
in these places.Write these words under the word card of the place where these can be found. 

MEADOW
flowers
grass
butterflies

FOREST
trees
animals

CITY
houses
park

VILLAGE
house
garden

BEACH

Form groups of 3 or 4 and ask Ls to write all these words in their exercise books and collect other words what can 
be found in these places. Set a time limit for writing. When groups are ready, ask for some more words and put 
them on the board as well (either you or Ls). Make sure that the following words are on the board: forest, trees, 
village, houses, meadow, flower.
Tell Ls that they will learn a camp-song. After learning the song Ls will have to mime a chosen verse and the others 
will have to guess it. 
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WANDERING AROUND (to the tune of Old McDonald had a farm)

Wandering around around I’m so happy now.
I can see a nice forest, I’m so happy now.

Green trees here, green trees there.
Here’s a tree, there’s a tree, everywhere just trees and trees.

Wandering around around I’m so happy now.

Wandering around around I’m so happy now.
I can see a nice village, I’m so happy now.

Houses here, houses there.
Here’s a house, there’s a house, everywhere just houses, houses.

Wandering around around I’m so happy now.

Wandering around around I’m so happy now.
I can see a nice meadow, I’m so happy now.

Flowers here, flowers there.
Here’s a flower, there’s a flower, everywhere just flowers, flowers.

Wandering around around I’m so happy now.

Sing the song and when it gets to the line: ’I can see a nice…’ circle a word from the board eg. forest, and circle 
the word trees under it. Sing the song including the two words in it. The lyrics of the song above suggests which 
words can be substituted with the new ones. Do the same with words like village/ houses while singing the second 
verse and  meadow/ flower while singing the third verse. Sing the song by pointing to the right words. Sing the 
song with Ls.

Variation for beginner Ls
Start the activity with teaching the words: forest, trees, village, houses, meadow, flower. Put the pictures of them 
on the board at random. Introduce the song by singing and miming it as well. Sing the song again but stop before 
the words : forest, trees, village, houses, meadow, flower. Elicit the missing words and put the pictures on the board 
in an order. Sing the song again and ask Ls to join you. 

Extension
Ask the groups to create more verses by changing some of the original words.
Eg.
Wandering around around I’m so happy now.
I can see a nice city, I’m so happy now.
Green parks here, green parks there.
Here’s a park, there’s a park, everywhere just parks and parks.
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NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Cross the marshes – problem solving, instruction game

tiMe 20 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Understanding and using language for a game 
Giving simple instruction 
Learning how to cooperate
Writing instructions (Extension)









MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

Turn left/right, go ahead, take one/two step/s, stop, numbers 1-10, cave, hill, 
forest, lake, river, bridge

orgANisAtioN Pair work

MAteriAls A scarf for each pair , 6 pictures: a cave, a hill, a forest, a lake, a river, a 
bridge, (A4) wordcards (appr. 3 cm x 6 cm) for the 6 pictures, one for each 
pair of Ls, string
A copy sheet of a labyrinth for each L

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks –

Description
Before the lesson:
Arrange chairs and desks in class to make a labyrinth with several routes in it and entrances. If the chairs and 
desks are not mobile, use string to represent the walls of the labyrinth. Ask Ls to bring scarfs to class. Make 6 
pictures (A4): a cave, a hill, a forest, a lake, a river, a bridge, and stick these 6 pictures on chairs and the walls of 
the classroom around the labyrinth. Prepare wordcards (appr. 3 cm X 6 cm) for the same 6 pictures, one picture 
for each pair . 
In class, tell Ls that they will go on a trip on the marshland – point to the labyrinth that represents the marshes. 
Explain Ls the meaning of the word ‘marsh’. Ask Ls to name the pictures they can see around the classroom. 
Revise or teach new vocabulary, using the picture cards and take the word cards to introduce the written forms 
of these words.
Arrange Ls into pairs, take the word cards and ask each pair of Ls to pull one word card and stand opposite the 
corresponding picture card so that the labyrinth is between them and the picture cards.
T: Be careful, you cannot step everywhere, the marshland is dangerous. You may sink. (Whisper it mysteriously 
and support your words with gestures.)
Tell Ls (in Hungarian if necessary) that they cannot touch the chairs and desks, because it means that they will get 
bogged down and be out of the game. Practise directions and the instructions Ls will use. Tell the instructions to 
Ls and ask them to follow what you say.
T: Put your left hand in the air. Turn left. Turn right. Take one step. Turn left. Take two steps. Go ahead. Stop. 
T: You will cross the marshes in pairs but one of you cannot see because of the marsh gases and clouds. (Support 
your words with gestures.) So the other one of you can tell your partner: turn left, turn right, go ahead or take three 
steps, take one step.
Model the game with L1. Pull a word card – cave. Stand opposite the picture of the cave behind L1. Blindfold L1. 
Instruct L1 to go through the labyrinth without touching him/her 
T (to L1): Go ahead. Stop. Turn left. Take one step. Turn right… 
L1 has to reach the picture card of the cave. Practice the game with some pairs of Ls frontally until every L 
understands how to play it.
Make sure that each pair of Ls stands at a different part of the labyrinth. If there isn’t enough space, ask some pairs 
to start later. Tell Ls to blindfold their partners and start the game. Advise them to take care of their blindfolded 
partners because in case he/she touches anything or anyone, they are out of the game. When Ls get to the right 
place, tell them to swap roles. The winners are those Ls who reach the picture cards without touching anything.

Variation 1 for larger groups, or groups that haven’t got enough space for a labyrinth
Instead of making a labyrinth, arrange desks and chairs to make the middle of the classroom empty, and tell pairs 
of Ls to instruct their blindfolded partners to reach the picture card and avoid bumping into other pairs.
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Variation 2 for classrooms that cannot be arranged
Tell Ls to draw a labyrinth in their exercise-books with a picture of a place to reach eg. cave/forest/lake etc. Put 
Ls into pairs and tell L1 to blindfold L2, give him/her a pencil and instruct him/her to draw a line in the labyrinth 
and reach the place he/she drew in his/her exercise-book. When Ls are ready, ask them to swap roles. The winner 
is the L who doesn’t cross any lines in the labyrinth. 

Extension
Prepare a copy sheet for each L with a labyrinth on it with six entrances. Hand out the copy sheets and ask Ls to 
draw one of the six places to the entrances. Tell Ls to mark a starting point and think of route to an other place. 

Ask Ls to write down the instructions telling how to get there in their exercise-book, eg. Turn left, go ahead, turn 
right, go ahead, stop. Ls in pairs and ask them to swap their exercise-books and their copy sheets, read the written 
instructions and draw the route leading to the right picture. When Ls have finished they have to check whether their 
peers have reached the right place or not.
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Labyrinth
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NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Roll it on – chain game, round-up

tiMe 15 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Recognizing connection between environmental processes
Environmental awareness
Naming living things and their habitat







MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

sad, happy, blue, grey, grass,tree, lake, rain, sun, rubbish, bin, cars, frog, 
duck, rabbit; The … is happy/sad/blue/grey… There is/there are

orgANisAtioN Frontal, chain
Pair work (Extension)

MAteriAls A ball of wool, pictures (appr.10 cm x 5 cm) on Post-it slips for each L. Have 
as many different pictures as there are Ls in the group. On the cards there 
are pictures of: grass, an unhappy tree, a happy tree, a blue lake, a grey and 
dirty lake, rain, sun, rubbish, a bin, a car letting out smoke, an unhappy 
frog, a happy frog, an unhappy duck, a happy duck, a happy rabbit, a sad 
rabbit etc.
Word cards for the pictures (the same size as picture cards - Post-it slips) 
(Variation)

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Science

Description
Prepare picture cards (appr.10 cm x 5 cm) for each L on Post-it slips that can be stuck on Ls’ clothes. On the cards 
there are pictures of grass, an unhappy tree, a happy tree, a blue lake, a grey and dirty lake, rain, sun, rubbish, a 
bin, cars letting out smoke, unhappy frogs, happy frogs, unhappy duck, happy duck, a happy rabbit, an unhappy 
rabbit. Bring a ball of wool in class. 
In class, revise or teach the vocabulary of the game with the help of the picture cards. 
Tell Ls to form a circle and sit down. Ask each L to choose a picture card and stick it on their clothes. Take the ball 
of wool and describe Ls that they will play a game where they have to roll the ball of wool to a L whose picture 
can be somehow linked with their own picture (the aim is to make Ls notice that everything is connected with 
everything in nature). Demonstrate the game. Choose one card eg: a grey and dirty lake and stick it on your clothes. 
Take the ball of wool and tie its end around your waist. Tell Ls to look at your picture and help you to find another 
picture that can be connected to your picture. 
T: (First point to your card, then point to L1 who has the picture of a sad frog.) The lake is grey, the frog is sad. 
Roll the ball of wool to L1 and tell him/her to wind the wool around his/her waist. Tell L1 to choose L2 – not sitting 
next to him/her – who has a picture in connection with the unhappy frog, talk about the pictures and roll the ball 
of wool to L2. Help L1 with options.
T: The frog is sad, the …is sad.
L1: The frog is sad, the duck is sad. (L1 passes the ball of wool to L2)
L2: (Winds the wool around his/her waist) The duck is sad, …
T: Why is the duck sad? Look,  the duck can see some rubbish. The duck is sad because (tell Ls the meaning of the 
word in Hungarian.) there is…
L2: The duck is sad, because there is rubbish.
Go on playing the game and weaving a web connecting Ls. The same Ls can be involved in the web several times.  
Accept any connection Ls notice between the words. It turns out that everything is connected with everything in  
nature. Stop the game when Ls have no more ideas for further connections. Drop the ball down the floor pretending 
that you did not do it on purpose and ask L1 to fetch it. It turns out that L1 can only move if every L in the web  
moves at the same time with him/her. Point out to Ls that this is the same in nature: when one part of nature changes,  
everything will change with it, eg. if cars pollute the air, it has an effect on the air, water, animals etc.

Variation for Ls who are confident in reading out new words
Instead of picture cards, play the game with word cards (appr.10 cm X 5 cm).
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Extension
After finishing the game, wind the wool into a ball again with Ls. While winding the wool, ask them to pass the 
ball on and repeat the sentences they said in the game together, back to forth as the wool is passed on in a different 
direction than before eg. There is rubbish, the duck is sad. 
When Ls finish winding up the wool, ask them to draw three pictures of the game in their exercise-books and don’t 
show them to anyone. Put Ls in pairs and ask them to tell each other what their pictures depict and find connection 
between each other’s pictures. 
L1: The frog is sad…
L2: The duck is sad!
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NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Number war – team action game

tiMe 30 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Pronouncing numbers accurately
Understanding the rules of a game
Keeping the rules when playing a game with other Ls
Naming letters (Variation) 
Memory (Extension) 











MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

Numbers from 0-10
Letters of the English alphabet (Variation) 

orgANisAtioN Whole class

MAteriAls Plain white cards (appr.15 cm x 30cm)  per L, 2 appr. 30 cm long pieces of 
string per L, cellotape, scissors per L, blue and red thick felt tip pens

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Sports and Games

Description
Before the lesson: 
Prepare the classroom to be safe enough to play the game ’Number War’.

Revise numbers from 0-10 with Ls.
Tell them that you are in camp and ask them what kind of games are played in camp. Let them come up with ideas 
even in Hungarian. Elicit the name of the game: ’Number War’ (számháború).
Divide Ls into two groups and tell them that they will play this game here in the classroom. Discuss where they can 
hide (behind the board, under the desks…) and where they can’t. Give each L a plain card and 2 pieces of string. 
Show them how to make a number card that they can put on their heads.
Divide Ls into two groups. Ask them to write three big (at least 10cm long) DIFFERENT numbers on the card with 
thick felt tip pens. Eg.: 7, 1, 5
When they are ready, tell them to put the cards on their heads with their backs to the other group. They can cover 
their numbers with their hands while hiding in the classroom. When you say Ready, Steady, Go! they have to reveal 
the numbers. The aim of the game is to read the numbers of the other Ls of the other group by saying the numbers 
loudly and saying the name of the L who is wearing it. 
L1: Two, four, nine, Zoli!
If the numbers are correct, L2 (Zoli) is out, he has to go to a certain place and take his number off his head. The 
winning group is the one that has fewer Ls ‘caught’.
This game can be repeated, after swapping numbers.

Variation for Ls who know the alphabet
Follow the procedures described as above, but this time ask Ls to write letters on the cards instead of numbers. 
L1: C, O, B, Kinga!

Extension
Ask Ls to form a circle. Put the number cards in the middle and ask Ls to tell their numbers first. Then play a 
guessing game.
L1: 1, 4, 7 Rita.
L2: Yes./No.
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NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Postcard from the camp – writing a postcard

tiMe 20 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Reading and matching pictures to texts
Writing a postcard
Filling the gaps of a postcard (Variation)
Cultural awareness (Extension) 









MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

Lake, mountain, beach, the text of the postcards (Dear.., I’m in the camp, 
it ‘s very.., There are…, Love, Bye) … is on the beach / at the lake / in the 
mountains, I swim etc

orgANisAtioN Frontal, individal

MAteriAls 3 pictures (A4) with different landscapes: a lake, mountains and a beach , 3 
(A4) postcards with greetings, a strip of paper (appr. 2 cm x  4 cm) for each 
L, a paper card (A6) for each L, a paper box
A6 photocopy of a postcard with gaps for the missing words per L (Variation)

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Culture

Description
Prepare 3 pictures (A4) with different landscapes: a lake, mountains and a beach. Prepare 3 (A4) postcards with 
greetings on them from camps at a lake, in the mountains and on the beach. Stick the pictures and the written 
postcard greetings on the board at random, number the greetings 1, 2, 3 and label the pictures with letters A, B 
and C. Bring strips of paper (appr. 2 cm x 4 cm) and  paper cards (appr. 8 cm x 16 cm) to class for each L. Bring a 
paper box to use as a mail box.

In class, ask Ls to look at the board and ask them what they think is on the board. Elicit the word ‘postcard’. If 
Ls can only say the word in Hungarian, introduce it in English. Tell Ls to read the greetings and match them to a 
picture. Ask them to write down the number of the greetings and the corresponding letters of the greetings next 
to the numbers. 

                                               Hello, Mum, Dad and Pete, 
I am in the camp. I’m O.K. There are a lot of ducks here.

The camp is great!
Love, 

                    Tom

                                               Dear Grandma,
I am in a camp. It’s very nice here.

We walk in the forest every day. The camp is fantastic!
Goodbye,

                        Linda

                                               Dear Friend,
I am in a camp. It’s very hot here.

I swim in the sea every day. The camp is cool!
Bye,

                       Kate
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When Ls are ready, check their results: 
T: Where is Tom? On the beach, at the lake or in the mountains?
L1: At the lake.
T: Why? How can you tell? What’s in his postcard?.
L2: ‘There are a lot of ducks here.’
T: Where is Kate?
L3: On the beach.
T: How do you know?What does she say in her postcard?
L4: ‘We swim every day.’
T: Where is Ann

Ask Ls to imagine that they are in a camp somewhere. Tell them that they will write a postcard from the camp 
to someone in class without signing it. Hand out the strips of paper you brought to class and ask Ls to write their 
names on the pieces. Collect the pieces, shuffle them, and ask Ls to take one strip of paper. Ask Ls to write a post-
card to the L whose name they have taken and not to tell anyone who he/she is. Hand out the A6 paper card to each 
L and tell them to draw a picture on one side and write greetings on the other side. Advise Ls to use the greetings 
on the board as prompts. Tell Ls not to sign the postcards. Monitor around and help Ls with language.
When Ls have written their postcards, show them the box. Tell them to put the postcards into the ‘mail box’. When 
every postcard is in the box, tell L1 and L2 to be postmen and deliver the postcards.
Tell Ls to read the postcards and guess who they got them from. Ask Ls one by one to say where the writer of the 
postcard is staying in camp. 
L1: Zsuzsi is at the beach.
T: Really, Zsuzsi, is it your postcard? 
L2: Yes.
At the end of the activity Ls can sign their own letters .

Variation for Ls who need more support in writing the postcard
Before the lesson: write the following words on the board: camp, O.K., ducks, great, nice, forest, fantastic, hot, sea, 
cool
After matching the A4 sized postcards to their pictures, hand out the strips of paper you brought in class and ask 
Ls to write their names on the pieces. Collect the pieces, shuffle them, and ask Ls to take one strip of paper. Ask 
Ls to write a postcard to the L whose name they have taken and not to tell anyone who he/she is. Hand out photo-
copies of the texts of the postcards (A6) to each L but leave an empty space for the names and some of the words 
(the missing words are underlined in the text of the postcards above). Ls have to fill in the postcards individually 
using the written prompts on the board – more than one solution can be accepted. When Ls are ready, follow the 
procedures described as above. 

Extension
Introduce the word ‘address’ to Ls and show them how to write an address in the British style. Ask them to write 
another postcard with this type of address for homework.
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Lake
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Mountains
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Beach
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Postcards
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NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

My photo from a camp – craftwork, guessing game

tiMe 25 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Creating visual interpretations of ideas (making a montage etc)
Playing a guessing game 
Memory (Variation)
Reading and writing names of places (Variation)









MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

In the mountain, in the forest, in a city, in a village, at a lake. 
Is this Misi in the mountains?
Szilvi is (on the beach).
They can see… (Extension)

orgANisAtioN Whole class, individual

MAteriAls A4 sheet for each L, A6 sheet for each L, photo of L per L

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Art and Crafts

Description
Before the lesson:
Ask Ls to bring in a small portrait photo (max. 4cm x 4cm ) of themselves. (It can be cut out from a bigger photo.) 
Ask Ls to draw one of the following places on an A4 sized sheet as homework: mountains, forest, city, village, lake.

In class, ask Ls not to show their pictures to anyone. Give each L an A6 sheet of paper (colour if possible ) and tell 
them that to fold it into a tent. Show them what to do. 

                           1                                                                             2    

                                                               3  

Ask them to stick their photos inside the tent. 
         

                                   
                                                               4   
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Ask them to bring their tents to you. Stick the tents in their pictures with blue tack, at random. In this way each 
picture of a place now has got a tent on it with a photograph of a L in it. Give one picture to each L at random, but 
make sure that nobody gets back a tent with his/her photo in it.
Ask Ls to mingle in class showing their pictures to other Ls. Ls have to guess who is staying in the tent by asking 
questions. Model the dialogue with Ls.
T: (Show L1’s A4 sheet with a tent in the mountains) Who is in the mountains? (Don’t open the tent.)
L1: Misi.
T: Can you ask a question: ‘Is this Misi in the mountains?’
L1: Is this Misi in the mountains?
T:  No, he isn‘t.
L1: Is this Zita in the mountains?
T: Yes. This is Zita in the mountains. (open the doors of the tent, revealing L’s (Zita’s) photo). Let’s change 
pictures.
One L can have three guesses before they move on and mingle again. When a L guesses correctly, the pair swap 
pictures and they both go on asking other Ls. Set a time limit for the activity.

Variation for Ls who have a good memory
Ask Ls to stick their tents with their photos in their pictures and don’t show them to anyone. Tell Ls to mingle in 
class and play a guessing game. Tell Ls that the aim of the game is now to guess and keep in mind where the other 
Ls are in a camp.
L1: Are you on the beach?
L2: No. Are you in a village?...
If a L answers yes, L1 tries to keep it in mind, goes on and asks others. Set a time limit for the activity. While Ls 
are mingling in class, write the names of the places on the board, as prompts for the next task.
At the end of the game, ask Ls to write down which L went on holiday and where. Ask Ls to put this down in their 
exercise books, eg.. Judit: village; Ági: forest; Lívia: mountains. The winner is the L who has the most correct 
answers written down.

Extension
Put the A4 pictures on the board. Take off all the Ls’ tents from the pictures and hand them out to Ls. Ask them 
to put their tents in the picture where they want to go camping. Tell Ls that there can be more than one tent in a 
picture. Ask them to report back on where they are and what they can see.
L1. Zsuzsi, Rita, Anna and Szilvi are on the beach they can see the sea, trees, ships, fish.
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NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Climb a tree – action game

tiMe 10 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Miming words
Understanding simple instructions and performing the - corresponding 
actions
Giving simple instructions to peers
Keeping the rules when playing a game with peers 









MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

Actions Ls can do in a camp eg. climb a tree, go for a walk, play football, eat 
an ice-cream, write a diary, make a camp-fire
Expressions about every day routine eg. go to school, have breakfast, get out 
of bed, clean your teeth… (Variation)
Do you like..ing? Yes, I do/No, I don’t. (Extension)

orgANisAtioN Whole class

MAteriAls None

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Games

Description
Ask Ls what they can do in a camp. Collect ideas on the board. (Draw pictures). Eg: climb a tree, go for a walk, 
play football, eat an ice-cream, write a diary, make a camp-fire. Tell Ls to stand up and mime the action you say. 
Give them instructions.
T: Go for a walk. Ls mime walking.
Then, tell Ls to do the actions only if you add  in the camp’at the end of the sentence eg  Climb a tree in the camp. 
If you don’t say in the camp at the end of the sentence Ls musn’t do the action. Any L who makes a mistake is out 
and has to sit down. When Ls are confident about playing the game, invite one L to give the instructions. Later on, 
Ls can play the game in small groups, as well.

Variation for Ls who need practice on other vocabulary areas
Follow the procedures described above, but instead of adding in the camp finish your instructions with every day 
in the camp. Tell Ls to stand up and they only have to mime the actions you say if the sentence they can hear is true. 
If the sentence is not true, Ls mustn’t do the action. The L who gets this wrong is out and has to sit down. Give 
them instructions. 
T: In a camp you go by plane every day. Ls don’t move.
T: In a camp you have breakfast every day. Ls mime eating.
Go on giving instructions eg. go to school, play computer games, ride a horse, ride a bike, have breakfast, get out 
of bed, clean your teeth, 

Extension
Ask Ls if they like doing the actions they mimed in the game.
T: Tomi, do you like climbing a tree?
L1: Yes, (I do). 
Go on asking other Ls. Put the following expressions on the board and ask Ls to copy them into their exercise-book 
under each other: 

climbing a tree
going for a walk
playing football
eating an ice-cream
writing a diary
making a camp-fire
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Ask Ls to ask their partners if they like doing these actions or not. Tell Ls to mark their partner’s preferences by 
drawing a happy or a sad face next to the expressions.
L1: Do you like making a camp-fire? 
L2: No, (I don’t.) L1 draws a sad face next to the expression.
At the end of the game Ls introduce their partner’s likes and dislikes.
L1: Gábor likes eating an ice-cream, climbing a tree and making a camp-fire. He doesn’t like going for a walk and 
writing a diary.
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NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Clothes we need – vocabulary game

tiMe 20 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Naming clothes items
Memory
Reading words (Variation 1) 
Writing names of clothes items (Extension)









MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

I need..I don’t need.. camp, names of clothes: a cap, a skirt, a T-shirt, a pair 
of socks, a pair of shoes, a pair of jeans, a pair of sandals, a pair of trainers, 
a pair of shorts, a tracksuit,
Have you got..? We have got…(Extension)

orgANisAtioN Chain
Small groups (Variation 2)
Whole class, individual (Extension)

MAteriAls Picture (A5) cards of a cap, a skirt, a T-shirt, a pair of socks, a pair of shoes, 
a pair of jeans, a pair os sandals, a pair of trainers, a pair of shorts, a track-
suit, 
Word cards of the pictures (app. 10 cm x 15cm) (Variation 1)

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks –

Description
Before the lesson:
Prepare picture cards (A5).

Brainstorm names of clothes with Ls and write them on the board.  eg.  a cap, a skirt, a T-shirt, a pair of socks, a 
pair of shoes, a pair of jeans, a pair of sandals, a pair of trainers, a pair of shorts, a tracksuit,…. You can put them 
on the board in two columns to make Ls notice the difference between singular and plural. Tell them that you go 
to a camp and ask questions about what you need in a camp:
T: What do you need in a camp?
L1: Sandals.
T: You need sandals. What about a blouse?
L2: No.
T: You don’t need a blouse.
Ask for some more items.
Ask Ls to stand in a circle. Take the picture cards off the board and put them in the middle of the circle. Say the 
first sentence 
T: I’m going to a camp and I need (choose a picture of an item of clothing and hold it up) a skirt. Ask L1 next to you 
to repeat your sentence, take a card and add his/her own idea whether we need or don’t need that item in his/her 
picture card in a camp.
L1: I’m going to a camp and I need a skirt,( but) I don’t need boots. L2 next to L1 has to repeat the previous sentence 
and add a new element.
L2: I’m going to a camp and I need a skirt, but I don’t need boots…he/she holds up the card of a T-shirt and I need 
a T-shirt. 
Ls keep holding their pictures to help other Ls who have difficulties in repeating the long sentence. If there are 
more Ls than clothes names they know, make two cards of the same items of clothing but in different colours, eg. 
red socks, blue socks…
The sentence gets longer and longer, and the last L has to list every item!
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Variation 1 for Ls who can read
Follow the procedures described above, but instead of picture cards use word cards. Ls have to choose an item from 
the word cards and say whether they need it for a camp or not.
L1: (chooses a word) I’m going to a camp and I need (a pair of ) shorts. L2 has to memorize the whole sentence 
and add his/her part.
L2: I’m going to a camp and I need (a pair of ) shorts, but I don’t need a skirt…

Variation 2 for Ls who can work in small groups
After demonstrating the game, divide Ls into groups of 4 or 5 and ask them to play the game.

Extension
Put the picture cards of clothes on the board again. And ask Ls to draw a big rucksack in their exercise-book and 
write down/draw the names of six items of clothes, eg. shoes, shorts, socks, T-shirt, raincoat, pullover – Ls may 
use the cards on the board as prompts. Tell them to mingle in class and find someone who has three of the same 
items in his/her rucksack. 
L1: Have you got shorts?
L2: Yes./No. Have you got a cap?
Give a time limit. When L1 finds a L who has three of the same items as he/she has, they hold hands and stand next 
to each other, they are the winners. Ask them to say the three items they both have:
L1 and L3: We have got skirts, shoes and raincoats.
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NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Noughts and crosses – boardgame

tiMe 15 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Expressing ability and obligation
Talking about what we can do in a camp
Keeping the rules when playing a game with a partner
Environmental awareness
Visual interpretation of ideas: making a poster (Extension)











MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

climb a tree, run, walk, sing, see animals, jump, hop, play football, pick 
flowers, litter, shout in the shower, fight, play computer games, camp, I can 

…/I mustn’t…

orgANisAtioN Pair work

MAteriAls Photocopies of a grid for each L 
Picture cards (A5) of actions: climb a tree, run, walk, sing, see animals, 
jump, hop, play football, pick flowers, litter, shout in the shower, fight, play 
computer games, camp (Variation ) 
A3 coloured sheets of thick paper for each pair (Extension)

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Maths

Description
Before the lesson:
Make enough photocopies of a grid with its squares filled for each pair of Ls. In the squares there are words ‘can’ 
or ‘can’t’. 

In class, brainstorm ideas with Ls on what they can or mustn’t do in a camp. List their ideas on the board in two 
columns.

In a camp

I can: 
climb a tree
run
walk
sing
see animals
jump
hop
play football

I mustn’t:
pick flowers
drop litter
shout in the shower
play computer games
fight

Put Ls in pairs and tell them that they will play a game: noughts and crosses. Hand out the photocopies for Ls. Tell 
L1 and L2 to choose a sign, a nought or a cross to use in the game.
Model the game with L1 and L2. Tell them that they will have to take turns in saying sentences and drawing 
noughts (L2) and crosses(L1) in order to have 4 of their signs next to each other either vertically, horizontally or 
diagonally. Ask L1 to say a sentence about what he/she can or mustn’t do in a camp and draw a cross in a square 
with ‘can’ or ‘mustn’t’ in it depending on the sentence he/she says – L1 can use the prompts on the board and can 
draw his/her sign in the grid anywhere he/she chooses. Then tell L2 to say a sentence and draw a nought in a square 
to make it difficult for L1 to have 4 crosses next to each other.
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L1: I can climb a tree in a camp.
L2: I mustn’t shout in the shower in a camp.
L1: I can play football in a camp.
L2: I mustn’t drop litter in a camp… 

X mustn’t O can mustn’t can

mustn’t X can can mustn’t mustn’t

O O can O can can

mustn’t can mustn’t X can mustn’t

mustn’t can mustn’t can mustn’t can

can mustn’t can mustn’t mustn’t can

When Ls understand the game, tell them to start playing the game. The winner is the L who has 4 noughts or 4 
crosses next to each other vertically, horizontally or diagonally.

X mustn’t O can mustn’t can

mustn’t X can can mustn’t mustn’t

O O X O can can

mustn’t can mustn’t X can mustn’t

mustn’t can mustn’t can mustn’t can

can mustn’t can mustn’t mustn’t can

Variation for Ls who cannot read or who are confident in using learnt vocabulary
Instead of written prompts put picture cards on the board with the pictures of the actions on them. Hand out a copy 
sheet for each pair. Ask Ls to play the same game, but instead of reading the actions from the board, they have to 
use the picture cards on the board as prompts.

Extension
Tell Ls that they will go to a camp to an imaginary place. Brainstorm ideas on the types of camps (eg. fairy camp, 
UFO camp…) and on what they can or mustn ‘t do there. 
Write the ideas on the board in two coloumns. eg. Fairy camp
                                          We can fly.                                We mustn’t go to sleep early….
Put Ls in pairs. Ask them to come up with ideas of an imaginary camp and write down its rules and draw illustrations 
to the rules.
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Grid

can mustn’t mustn’t can mustn’t can

mustn’t mustn’t can can mustn’t mustn’t

can mustn’t can mustn’t can can

mustn’t can mustn’t mustn’t can mustn’t

mustn’t can mustn’t can mustn’t can

can mustn’t can mustn’t mustn’t can



CAMP  ARE YOU READY FOR A CAMP?

NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

What’s in your rucksack? – guessing game, competition

tiMe 20 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Understanding and using language for a game
Recognizing objects by touching them
Guessing the names of clothes
Asking and answering questions about clothes (Extension)









MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

swimming suit, scarf, toothbrush, torch, cap, ski-pass, woolly hat, sunglasses, 
sandals, jacket
Have you got..? (Extension)

orgANisAtioN Whole class, 2 teams
Individual, pair work (Variation)

MAteriAls 2 swimming suits, 2 scarfs, 2 toothbrushes, 2 torches, 2 caps, 2 ski passes, 
2 woolly hats, 2 pairs of sunglasses, 2 pairs of sandals, 2 jackets brought by 
Ls, 2 blindfold, 

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Science

Description
Before the lesson:
Ask Ls to bring in the following twenty items for the whole class: 2 swimming suits, 2 scarves, 2 toothbrushes, 2 
torches, 2 caps, 2 ski passes, 2 woolly hats, 2 sunglasses, 2 pairs of sandals, 2 jackets, (Discuss who brings which 
item). Teach the names of these items. 

In class, put all the items in front of Ls. Discuss what they need in a summer camp and in a ski camp and what they 
don’t need at those places at all. Solution: summer camp - toothbrush, torch, swimming suit sunglasses and a cap; 
in a ski camp - toothbrush, torch, ski pass, sunglasses, a hat and a scarf) Ask Ls to say sentences.
L1: I need a torch in a summer camp.
L2: I don’t need a ruler in a ski camp.
The aim of the game is to recognize items blindfolded. Introduce the game element of the activity.Tell Ls to stand 
around the items. Call L1 and tell him/her to choose something which he/she needs in a summer camp. When L1 
picks up the item he/she chose, ask him/her to name it. 
T: Pick up something that you need in a summer camp.
L1 picks up a cap.
T: What’s this?
L1: (It’s) a cap.
Next, blindfold L2. Repeat the same procedure this way.
T: Pick up something that you need in a winter camp.
L2 touches a woolly hat.
T: What’s this?
L2: (It’s) a woolly hat.
Separate the items into 2 piles of the same number of items so that each pile has the same objects. Divide Ls into 2 
groups. Then, tell the two groups to line up and call the first two Ls (L3 and L4) to come to the front near the piles 
of objects. Tell them that you will say ‘Pick up something that you need in a summer/winter camp’ and they have 
to pick up an appropriate object. Tell them that the L who lifts up an appropriate item first, gets a point for his/her 
team. If they can name it correctly (blindfolded), they get another point. So two points can be collected at the same 
time, one for being quick and choosing the right item and one for naming the item correctly. Blindfold the eyes of 
L3 and L4 from the two groups and say an instruction:
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T: You need it in a ski camp…L3 and L4 look for the items and hold them up.
T (to L3 who holds up a ski-pass): Béla, what’s this? 
L3: (It’s) a sk-ipass.
T:  Well done. Your group gets two points because you were the first. (To L4) Imre, what are they?
L4: Sandals.
T: Yes, sandals, but do you really need sandals in a ski camp?
L4: No.
T: Sorry, your group doesn’t get a point.
Go on playing the game and ask Ls to take turns in finding and naming the objects. The group that has more points 
at the end of the game is the winner.

Variation for Ls who can’t name items but understand their names
Follow the procedures described as above, but instead of saying an instruction ‘You need it in a summer camp’ say 
the name of an item. 
T: Woolly hat. 
L1 from group A and L2 from group B have to find the woolly hat, by feeling it. The one who lifts it up first, gets 
a point for his/her group. The group that has more points at the end of the game is the winner.

Extension
Tell Ls to choose an item and hide it under their T-shirts or pullovers. Tell them to mingle in class and guess what 
the other Ls have got.
L1: Have you got a (cap)? 
If the other L has that item under his/her pullover she/he has to change it with L1’s object. Set a time limit, then ask 
them to report back on what objects they have got or what they had during the game. 
L1: I have got a T-shirt and a woolly hat, a….
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NAMe ANd tyPe of
ACtivity

Hurray holiday! – boardgame, round up

tiMe 25 mins

foCi of skills
develoPMeNt

Keeping the rules when playing a game with a partner
Board game: naming pictures
Composing sentences ( Variation)







MiNiMuM lANguAge
required 

Learnt words in connection with the topic of camps or camping
Eg.clothes names (cap, shoes, T-shirt, rain coat, shorts etc), names of places 
(mountain, lake, cave, river, beach, village, city) verbs (climb, run, swim, 
play, eat etc)

orgANisAtioN Small groups

MAteriAls Dice per groups of 3, boardgame per groups of 3, 

Cross-CurriCulAr liNks Games

Description
Before the lesson:
Make a board for the boardgame for each group of 3. 

Divide Ls into groups of 3 and tell them that you will play a boardgame. Give them the board and explain how 
to play the game. The aim of the game is to get to the finish from the start, taking turns in throwing the dice and 
stepping according to the number thrown. When landing on a picture, L has to name it, when landing on a square 
with letters, L has to find out the word from the jumbled letters. When a player lands on a picture of the campfire 
she/he has to choose a song (any kind of English song) and has to sing its first verse. If a L can’t do this , can not 
move on but misses a turn. The winner is the L who reaches the Finish first.
T: This is the boardgame. Put your rubbers on the START. This is the dice. Móni, throw the dice. 4. Take four steps.. 
What can you see in this picture? 
L1: A city.
T: Yes. Well done. Iza, it’s your turn. Throw the dice. 6. What’s that word? N, R, U?
L2: Run. 
T: This is a campfire, you must sing a song here. Old McDonald’s? Incy Wincy?
Monitor and help if needed.

Variation for Ls who have richer vocabulary and are able to use it in simple sentences
Follow the procedures described above. When Ls step on a picture ask them to say a sentence with the word on the 
field using the word instead of naming the picture only.
L1: He/she lands on the picture of a forest.  I go to the forest
L2: He/she lands on the picture of ‘climb’ I climb a tree.

Extension 1
Ask Ls to stay in their groups. L1 from one of the groups chooses a word from the boardgame. He/she mimes it for 
the others in his/her group. The others have to guess it. The one who guesses first, can draw the picture of the or 
write the word in his/her exercise-book. The winner is the L who has more pictures at the end of the game. Give a 
time limit for the activity.

Extension 2
Ls can choose five words from the boardgame and write them down in their exercise-books. Say a word from the 
board. Ls have to cross that word if they have it in their exercise-books. Go on saying words. The winner is the L 
who crosses out his/her 5 words first. He/she has to shout ‘HURRAY, HOLIDAY!’.
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Boardgame




